The half-lives of even-even nuclei with proton number Z ≥ 94 are calculated by proximity potential with a new universal function, especially for superheavy nuclei. The calculation results are compared to the experimental data. It is shown that from the presently obtained universal function, the calculated half-lives of α decay can basically keep agreement with the experimental data for most of even-even nuclei. Those of superheavy nuclei are also calculated and discussed.
Introduction
Proximity potential model was generally used for nuclear physics.
1-3 By using it, the nuclear potential, which is important for studying nuclear reaction and nuclear structure, can be easily determined, especially between α and different target nuclei. So it can provide some valuable support for studying nuclear decay. It is complicated to calculate the nucleus-nucleus interaction, especially nuclear potential part. There are many models to calculate the nuclear potential of nucleusnucleus interaction, including double folding model (DFM), [4] [5] [6] liquid drop model (LDM) [7] [8] [9] and proximity potential model, [10] [11] [12] Igo's potential, 13 etc. The proximity model has been easily and successfully used to calculate the nuclear interaction between two nuclei. It is mainly composed of two parts. One depends on the shape potential with this new universal function to calculate nuclear potential between α and the daughter nuclei, then compare the calculated half-lives of α decay for heavier even-even nuclei with Z ≥ 94 including superheavy nuclei to the experimental data. The precision of this universal function can be explored again. As a result, this new universal function can be systematically studied for α decay of many nuclei. Whether the parametrized formula for universal function can be used well to calculate the half-lives of α decay of nuclei or not can be observed clearly. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 the calculation process is introduced. In Sec. 3 the calculated results are displayed and discussed. The conclusion is given in Sec. 4.
Calculation Methods
For spherical nuclei, the equation of the proximity potential model for nuclear potential is given by
where the factors (Rbγ) depend on the shape and geometry of two nuclei, the other factor is the universal function φ(s 0 ) which depends on the short separation distance s 0 . In the first factor, b is the diffuseness of nuclear surface, which is given by
where t 10-90 is the thickness of the nuclear surface in which the nuclear matter density changes from 90% to 10%. For two-parameter Fermi distribution (2PF), b is given by
In Refs. 1, 10, 12 and 14, b is regarded as a constant value (1 fm or 0.99 fm) for heavy ion systems. Here, the value of b is 0.587 fm for α nucleus. We use the formulas (2) and (3) to calculate the surface diffuseness for nuclei according to the density distribution of nuclear matter. For any α-nuclei systems, the surface diffuseness width is taken as the average value, which is obtained from the surface diffuseness widths of α and nuclei. γ is calculated by
where N, Z and A are neutron, charge and mass numbers of α-nuclei system, respectively. N = 2 + N 2 , Z = 2 + Z 2 and A = 4 + A 2 , N 2 , Z 2 and A 2 are neutron, charge and mass numbers of the daughter nuclei, respectively. In this paper, the subscript 2 denotes the daughter nuclei.R is the mean radius of the nuclear reaction system. It is given byR
where R 1 and R 2 are the radii of α and the daughter nuclei, respectively. They are calculated by
According to the formula (6), the radius of α nucleus is 1.776 fm. For α-daughter nuclei system, s 0 is obtained by
where R 1 = 1.776 fm and R 2 is calculated by using the formula (6). In Ref. 15 , a new universal function is obtained, which is given by 
where the last term is centrifugal potential. µ = m1m2 m1+m2 is the reduced mass of α-daughter nucleus system. m 1 and m 2 denote the masses of α and the daughter nuclei, respectively, and both are in the unit of MeV/c 2 . l is the angular momentum, which is obtained from the consideration of spin parity conservation of the decayed parent nucleus. The Coulomb potential can be obtained by
where
It is well known that α decay is one of the important decay modes for nuclei since it can provide the information of nuclear structure such as ground state lifetime. Experimentally, the half-lives of α decay for many nuclei including superheavy elements have been measured and provided. Theoretically, many researchers and references show the calculation of α decay for nuclei such as DDCM, 5, 6, [16] [17] [18] [19] 
LDM
7 and proximity potential model 8, 9 etc. Generally, tunneling penetration is used to describe α decay, in which the penetration probability was calculated using Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation assuming α particle tunneling through the potential barrier between α cluster and the daughter nuclei in the parent nucleus.
20-23
The penetration probability is calculated in the WKB approximation by
where µ is the reduced mass of α particle and the daughter nuclei. Q α is the released energy for α decay, here we select the experimental released energies of α decay. R a and R b are the two turning points of WKB approximation integral determined from the equation
In the present calculation, the zero-point vibration energies are used as that of Ref. 24 , namely:
where Q is the released energy for α decay, which is the same as that of Eq. (11) . Z and N are the proton and neutron numbers of the parent (decaying) nuclei, respectively. Then the α decay half-life T 1/2 of the parent nucleus can be calculated by
where P 0 is the preformation factor of α in parent nucleus. P and E v are penetration probability and the zero-point vibration energy, respectively. P and E v are calculated by Eq. (11) and Eqs. (13) (14) (15) (16) , respectively.
Results and Discussions
Here, we consider to calculate the half-lives of α decay for even-even nuclei with proton number Z ≥ 94, including superheavy nuclei. For even-even parent nuclei, their spins are equal to 0. α particle is an even-even nucleus and its spin is equal to 0. As a result, after α decay, the residual nuclei are also the even-even nuclei and their spins are also equal to 0. According to spin conservation before and after decaying, the angular momentum l is equal to 0. Then the corresponding centrifugal potential is equal to 0 for even-even nuclei. In Ref. 25 , the preformation factor P 0 is equal to 0.43 for even-even parent nuclei. This value is obtained through a least-square fit to the available experimental half-lives of even-even nuclei with Z = 52-80. We compare this value to those of Ref. 26 for even-even nuclei with Z ≥ 94. It is found that this value is close to those of even-even nuclei with Z < 100 and has a large deviation from those of nuclei with Z ≥ 100. Therefore, for even-even nuclei with 94 ≤ Z < 100, we select that P 0 is equal to 0.43. However, for nuclei with Z ≥ 100, we use the least-square method to fit the data of Ref. 26 for eveneven nuclei, then obtain P 0 is equal to 0.2096. In order to test the precision of this new universal function Eq. (8), the calculation results are compared to the experimental data. Here, we define a hindrance factor HF which is equal to the ratio of the experimental half-lives to the calculated ones as shown in Fig. 1 . We can see that most of HFs keep less than 4, especially for superheavy nuclei. Several of HFs are between 1 and 2. Only few ones are more than 4. These results indicate that the calculation results almost agree with the experimental data, especially some calculation results are very close to the experimental data. So the half-lives of α-decay for heavier and superheavy even-even nuclei can be calculated by using the proximity model with this new universal function. Meanwhile, we also select several superheavy even-even nuclei to calculate their half-lives as well as the data of other even-even nuclei with Z ≥ 94. The calculated results are compared to the experimental data, which is shown in Table 1 . It is shown that the present calculated results keep agreement with the experimental data. As a result, it indicates that the present proximity potential with a new universal function can be used to calculate the half-lives of superheavy even-even nuclei.
Since the angular momentums carried away by emitted α for odd-mass and odd-odd nuclei are not known, the centrifugal potential is not considered in the calculation. The results are shown in Table 2 . For the odd-mass and odd-odd nuclei with 94 ≤ Z < 100 P 0 s are equal to 0.35 and 0.18, respectively. The odd-mass and odd-odd nuclei with Z ≥ 100 have no P 0 data, here we use 0.2096 for these nuclei. It cannot change the magnitude of calculation results. By comparing the experimental data, we can observe that the half-lives of most of odd-mass and odd-odd nuclei almost have one magnitude deviation with respect to the experimental data. It is the reason that we do not know the real angular momentum carried away by emitted α. So the contribution of centrifugal potential is neglected. Although for the α decay of light nuclei the values of centrifugal potential are small with respect to those of nuclear and Coulomb potentials, generally it can be omitted in the calculation process for light nuclei. However, for heavy nuclei, especially for superheavy nuclei, the contribution of centrifugal potential is important. It can change the barrier height between α and the daughter nuclei, then sharply affect the half-lives of heavy nuclei. In order to analyze the influence of centrifugal potential to the α-decay of heavy nuclei, finally, we select four heavy nuclei as an example to explore the effect of centrifugal potential. The calculation results with and without angular momentum carried away by emitted α nuclei are compared with the experimental data, which is shown in Table 3 . We can see that the centrifugal potential plays an important role in calculating the half-lives of α-decay of heavier nuclei, which is similar as Refs. 27 and 28. The calculation results can almost change one magnitude when the angular momentum is considered. It is further verified that the contribution of centrifugal potential cannot be neglected for heavier and superheavy nuclei. If the angular momentum carried away by α particle of some nuclei in Table 2 can be known, the calculation results can be improved and keep the similarity with the experimental data. In other words, the present universal function can be used in proximity potential model to calculate the half-lives of α decay of not only heavy even-even nuclei but also superheavy even-even nuclei. If the angular momentum carried away by α can be known, the present proximity can also be used to calculate the half-lives of odd-mass and odd-odd nuclei. This universal function configuration is simple, so the nuclear potential can be easily obtained between α and the other nuclei. On the other side, it can provide a valuable reference for interaction between α and the other nuclei.
Conclusion
We use the proximity potential model with a new universal function to calculate the nuclear potential and the half-lives of α-decay of heavier even-even nuclei including superheavy even-even nuclei, which are compared with the experimental data. The importance of centrifugal potential is explored for heavier nuclei. It is found that the centrifugal potential plays an important role in calculating the half-lives of heavier and superheavy nuclei. When the angular momentum carried by the α-particle is nonzero, the calculation results can be improved. Comparing the whole calculation results, it is indicated that most of the calculation results for even-even nuclei can agree with the experimental data. In addition to the previous results, the present proximity potential model can calculate the half-lives of α-decay over a wide range of not only heavy nuclei but also heavier and superheavy even-even nuclei. Such calculation can be used to provide reasonable estimate about lifetime of nuclear α decay.
